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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most common and difficult problems in applied mathematics, 
nonlinear oscillations and optimal control theory, etc., are the multipoint 
boundary-value problems (IPIPBVP’s) for nonlinear ordinary differential equa- 
tions [l-5]. 
Since it is usually impossible to obtain the analytic solutions to the nonlinear 
IVIPBVP’s, these problems must be solved by some numerical methods on a 
computer, and a number of papers have been devoted to the numerical solutions 
of the nonlinear IVIPBVP’s [6-91. 
The quasilinearization technique introduced by Bellman and Kalaba [lo] 
is an effective computational technique for the solution of nonlinear boundary- 
value problems, which deals with the linear approximation to the original non- 
linear differential equations. However, the technique possesses some disadvan- 
tages: (i) in advance, the partial derivatives of the system equation (the Jacobian 
matrix) must be calculated analytically, (ii) selection of the approximate solution 
which leads to convergence is in general difficult, (iii) the values of the system 
variables obtained in the previous iteration procedure must be stored. The 
modified quasilinearization technique developed by Baird [7] is a modification 
of the original quasilinearization technique and has the advantage of essentially 
reduced computer storage requirements. However, the technique necessitates 
the solution of an additional linear boundary-value problem. While, the method 
of adjoints proposed by Goodman and Lance [ll, 121 requires, in addition to 
the original system of equations, a set of variational equations and the adjoint 
equations associated with the variational equations. Therefore, the method is 
inapplicable to the problems of high complexity and dimension. 
In the present paper, a new iterative technique for the MFBVP’s, termed 
initial-value adjusting method [13], is developed in order to overcome these 
difficulties mentioned above. The present technique only requires to solve 
iteratively the original nonlinear differential equations with a set of initial 
conditions prescribed. By calculating the differences between the values of the 
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nonlinear boundary conditions obtained in the previous iteration and these 
obtained from the solutions of the original equations subject to the previous 
initial conditions with slight perturbations, the missing initial conditions are 
determined numerically. The necessities of determining analytically the partial 
derivatives of the original equations and the boundary conditions are eliminated. 
Because of its relationship to the quasilinearization technique, the present 
technique is expected to have a nearly quadratic convergence property [16], with 
the advantage of essentially reduced computer storage requirements, and can 
be easily programmed for digital computers by usual integration routines, such 
as Runge-Kutta-Gill method [ 1.51. 
Salient features of the present technique for the nonlinear MPBVP’s are 
illustrated through an example. 
2. TWO-POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS 
In this section we consider the two-point boundary-value problems (TPBVP’s) 
in which, for a set of ordinary differential equations, a set of linear boundary 
conditions is specified. 
2.1. Linear TPBVP’s 
Let us first consider the n-dimensional linear differential equation 
f = A(t) x + h(t), t, < t < t, (2.1) 
with the linear boundary condition 
P&) + P2ai) = A (2.2) 
where A is an n x n-dimensional matrix continuous in t, h is an n-dimensional 
given vector function continuous in t, PI and Pz are both n x n-dimensional 
matrices, and p is an n-dimensional vector. 
Let @(t, tr) be the 71 x n-dimensional transition matrix defined by 
d(t, h) = 4) @Cc h), @i(h > b> = 4 , (2.3) 
where 1, is the n x n-dimensional identity matrix. Then, the solution of (2.1) 
subject to an initial condition x(tl) can be written in terms of the transition 
matrix as 
where 
v(t, tl) = j-’ @(t, T) /Z(T) dr. (2.5) 
h 
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Let w,, be an initial approximation to the initial condition x(tl). Then, from 
(2.4) with x(tr) = w,, , the corresponding terminal value x(tJ = w, is given by 
Wf = @(tz , tl) WIJ + “(& , q. (2.6) 
Similarly, let x0 be the exact initial condition which satisfies the given boundary 
condition (2.2). Then, from (2.4), we have 
Substracting (2.6) from (2.7) gives 
Now, we deduce from (2.2) and (2.8) that 
[PI + pzwz Y &)I x0 = P - P,[Wf - @(h 9 h) wol. (2.9) 
We now summarize the above discussion by presenting it in the form of a 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let wf be the terminal value of x at t = t, obtained from (2.4) 
with an arbitraty initial condition w. . If the matrix [P, + P@(tz , tJ] is non- 
singular, then, from (2.9), the exact initial condition x0 of (2.1) which satis$es 
the given boundary condition (2.2) is given by 
xk) = x0 = [PI + p&v2 3 tIN-l{P - P&f - wz , td WI& (2.10) 
The theorem plays an important role in the subsequent discussions. 
2.2. Nonlinear Final-Value Problems 
Consider now the n-dimensional nonlinear differential equation 
ff = f (t, x), t, < t < t, (2.11) 
with the given terminal condition x(tz) = x, , where it is desired to determine 
the unknown initial condition x(tl). The n-dimensional vector function f is 
twice differentiable with respect to x and continuous in t. 
Suppose that x(t) = “x(t) is the solution of (2.11) with an arbitrary initial 
condition “x(tl) = kwO , i.e., 
% = f (t, “x), “x(t1) = kwo = k(W1 ) w2 )..., WJ’, (2.12) 
where ‘“x denotes x at Kth iteration (k = 0, 1, 2,...). Then the following theorem 
is useful. 
409/6912-6 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let A(t) be an arbitrary n x n-dimensional matrix continuous 
in t E [tl , t,], and Izz be the solution of the n-dimensional linear differential equation 
given by 
“s = A(t) (“z - “x) + f(t, “x), %(t,) = kwo (R = 0, 1, 2 ,... ). (2.13) 
Then, (i) the solution “z(t), independent of the choice of A(t), coincides with ‘<x(t), 
Vt E [tl , tz], and (ii) if the transition matrix @(tz , tl) which satisJes the similar 
relation to (2.3) is nonsingular, then the exact initial condition k+lwO of (2.13) which 
satis$es the given terminal condition xf is given by 
k+lwg = Leo, + a-yt, , tJ [Xf - “z(tz)] 
= “x(t1) + @-yt, ) tl) [Xf - ‘ix(t,)]. 
(2.14) 
Proof. Letting u(t) = Q(t) - ‘“x(t), from (2.12) and (2.13), we have 
ti = A(t) u, @l> = 0, (2.15) 
which, from the property of simultaneous differential equations, implies that 
u(t) = 0, i.e., “z(t) = “x(t), Vt E [tl , tJ. 
By analogy with (2.10) in Theorem 2.1, the relation (2.14) can be easily shown. 
Q.E.D. 
From the expression (2.13), we can see that if we were allowed to select the 
Jacobian matrix, then the choice 
A(t) = !&&x~ (2.16) 
would yield one of the best possible convergence rates. Suppose that “Y(t, tl) is 
the transition matrix satisfying the following equation: 
(2.17) 
Let cf, = “!P, and li+lw,, obtained from (2.14) be the initial condition for 
solving the final-value problem. Then the iteration method based on the parti- 
cular choice (2.16) is reduced to the modified quasilinearization algorithm. 
Under appropriate conditions the algorithm has both quadratic and monotonic 
convergence properties [7]. However the algorithm has a disadvantage that the 
Jacobian matrix (2.16) must be analytically calculated in advance. Moreover, 
since (2.12) and (2.17) must be solved simultaneously, the algorithm is often 
inapplicable for problems of high complexity and dimension. 
In the direct shooting method proposed by Mataugek [8], the transition 
matrix in (2.14) is set equal to the n x n-dimensional identity matrix, i.e., 
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@(ta , tr) = I, . Hence the algorithm is simple. However it is linearly convergent, 
so that a large number of iterations may be necessary to obtain the converged 
solution. 
2.3. Initial-Value Adjusting Method 
In order to overcome these disadvantages mentioned above, let us now con- 
sider an another choice for the matrix @(ta , tr). By analogy with (2.12) consider 
the following n-dimensional initial-value problem: 
"9j =f(t, ‘Yj), kyj(tl) = I”(Wl )...) wj + Ej )..., WJ’, (2.18) 
where 
cj = max[E, ) cPwj I] (j = I) 2,..., n; k = 0, 1, 2 ,... ), (2.19) 
and E is a small parameter, called the perturbation parameter, such that 0 < 
E < 1. Since l j is assumed to be small enough, the solution of (2.18) may be 
expressed as 
“yj = kx + Ej8Xj . (2.20) 
Let us now define the n x n-dimensional matrix kY(t, t,; l ) whosejth column 
vector “Yj(t, t,; l ) is identical to 6x, , i.e., 
“?P#, t,; c) = ; [“yj(t) - kx(t)] (j = 1, 2 ,..., n; k = 0, 1, 2 ,... ). (2.21) 
3 
Then we have the following theorem [13]. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let FP(tZ, tl) and kY(t,, t,; l ) be the n x n-dimensional 
matrices defined by (2.17) and (2.21), respectively. Then the following relation 
holds: 
iii-g kY(tz , t,; 6) = p$yli(t, ) t,; l )] = kY(t, ) tJ. (2.22) 
, 
Proof. Substituting (2.20) into (2.18) yields 
J% + Ei&ej = f (t, kx + EJXj) (j = 1, 2 )..., n). (2.23) 
Expanding the right side of (2.23) in a Taylor’s series reduces (2.23) to 
‘52 + 6jS*j =f(t, “X) + Ej [w] &T, + O(cj2), (2.24) 
where O(ej2) denotes the high-order infinitesimal terms. Subtracting (2.12) from 
(2.24), we have 
Skj = [q)] 6Xj + t O(ejz), Sx,(t,) = ej , (2.25) 
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where ei = (0 ,..., l,..., 0)’ (j = 1, 2 ,..., n) is the jth unit vector. As E approaches 
zero, O(cj2)/ej tends to zero, and thus, in view of (2.17), (2.22) is established. 
Q.E.D. 
By replacing @(t2, tr) in (2.14) by IzY(t2, t,; e) obtained from (2.21), we now 
have a new iteration algorithm given by 
72+1x0 = 7bo + YP-yt, ) t,; E) [XT - “x(t2)] (k = 0, 1, 2 ,... ). (2.26) 
The present algorithm given by (2.21) and (2.26) is termed here “initial-value 
adjusting method”. 
3. NONLINEAR MULTIPOINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS 
Let us now consider the nonlinear multipoint boundary-value problems 
using the result of the previous section. The system under consideration is 
governed by the n-dimensional nonlinear ordinary differential equation: 
52 =f(t, x>, 32 = (Xl > x2 ,.‘., XT&)‘, (3-l) 
and the nonlinear boundary condition is given by 
g(x(td, 4t2),..., .+m>) = 0 t, < t, < ... < t, , (3.2) 
where the n-dimensional vector functionf is twice differentiable with respect to 
x and continuous in t, and the n-dimensional vector function g is twice differen- 
tiable with respect to x(ti) (i = 1, 2,..., m; m > 2). 
3.1. @z..u’linearization Technique for the MPBVP’s 
As well-known, the quasilinearization technique is a method to solve a finite 
set of nonlinear equations by solving a sequence of linear equations. In this 
subsection an iterative algorithm with the technique is developed to solve the 
MPBVP [12]. 
Let us again consider the n-dimensional linear differential equation (2. I), i.e., 
3 = A(t) x + h(t), t, < t < t, (m 3 2) (3.3) 
with the nonlinear boundary condition (3.2). It follows, from the definition of 
the transition matrix @(t, , tl) given by (2.3), that the solution at t = ti (i = 
2, 3,..., m) of (3.3) with the initial condition k+kc(tl) is given by 
~+lX(ti) = qt< , t1) kflx(t,) $- w(& ) tJ, (3.4) 
where w(t, , tl) is given by (2.5). 
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Let us replace (3.2) by 
k+lg = g(““x(tl), ki-1x(&.., k+lX(t,,)) = 0, (3.5) 
and expand the right side of (3.5) in a Taylor’s series up through first-order 
terms around the nominal solution “a(tJ (i = 1,2,..., m). Then, we have 
k+lg = kg +El [a] ["+'x(ti) - "x(t,)] = 0. (3.6) 
Substituting (3.4) into (3.6) yields 
cs[k+lx(t,) - kx(t1)] = -kg, 
where 
From the above discussion, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. If the n x n-dimensional matrix “S is nonsingular, then the 
new initial condition k+lx(t,) of (3.3) which satisjies the linearized boundary condi- 
tion (3.6) is given by 
k+lX(t,) = ‘cx(t,) - Wlkg (h = 0, 1, 2 )... ). (3.9) 
All the terms on the right side of (3.8) are known, hence the solution of (3.9) 
gives the complete set of initial conditions sufficient for the numerical integration 
of (3.3). However the technique requires that (i) the partial derivative ag/ax(t,) 
(i = 1, 2,..., m) must be analytically determined, (ii) the transition matrix 
@(ti , tl) (i = 1, 2 ,..., m) must be computed and stored. For the nonlinear 
MPBVP’s of high complexity and dimension, the problem preparations may be 
arduous and often impractical. 
3.2. Initial-Value Adjusting Method for the MPVBP’s 
We now examine the extension of the initial-value adjusting method to the 
MPBVP given by (3.2) and (3.3). 
By analogy with (2.18), let us define the n-dimensional perturbed initial 
condition kyj(tl) by 
kyj(tl) = kx(t,) + Ejei (j = 1, 2 ,..., n), (3.10) 
where ci is defined by (2.19) and e, is the jth unit vector. Then, in view of the 
analogy with (3.4), the corresponding solution at t = ti is given by 
Jyj(ti) = “Y(t, , t,; c) ky&) + z.& , t,; 6) (j = 1, 2 ,..., n; i = 2, 3 ,..., m), 
(3.11) 
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where ?P(t< , t,; 6) is defined by (2.21) and n(t< , t,; l ) is identical to (2.5) with 
“Y(t, 7; l ). 
Substituting (3.11) into (3.2) we then obtain 
“gj x “g(J’Atl)t YiCtP),...7 Ydtm)> 
On expanding the right side of (3.12) in Taylor’s series around nominal solution 
“x(tJ and then subtracting “g from the resulting solution, we have 
; (“gj - kg) _ kS(<) ej , (j = 1, 2 ,..., n), (3.13) 
J 
where 
(3.14) 
The second term in the right side of (3.14) denotes the high-order infinitesimal 
term whose jth column vector is identical to 0($)/q (j = 1, 2,... n). We now 
have the following theorem for the initial-value adjusting method. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let “S and kS(~) be the n x n-dimensional matrices defined by 
(3.8) and (3.14), respectively. Then the followiq relation holds: 
ljs kS(~) = 1,;; [-J-(kgi - i”g,] = “S (j = 1,2,..., n>. (3.15) 
Proof. By analogy with Theorem 2.3, O(qa)/q is a term with the property 
that 
!‘& O(Cj2) = 0 (j = 1, 2 ,..., 8). 
r’ 3 
(3.16) 
On taking into account the fact that (3.3) is linear, from Theorem 2.3, we have 
hi “Y(t, ) t,; e) = qti ) tJ (i = 2, 3,..., m; k = 0, 1, 2 ,... ), (3.17) 
which, in turn, implies that *S(r) tends to kS as E + 0. Q.E.D. 
If the n x n-dimensional matrix kS(c) given by (3.14) is nonsingular, then, 
with the analogy to (3.9), we have a new iteration algorithm defined by 
k+lX(t,) = %(t,) - k+lCL[kS(E)]-l “g (k = 0, 1, 2 )... ), (3.18) 
where 7G+loi is the relaxation factor such that 0 < k’il01 < 1 (k = 0, 1, 2,...). If 
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k+l~ = 1, the full correction is taken. However, for the problem which is very 
sensitive to the initial conditions, the full correction may be too much. The 
present algorithm given by (3.14) and (3.18) is termed here “initial-value 
adjusting method for the nonlinear MPBVP’s”. 
3.3. Computational Algorithm for the Initial- Value Adjzlsting Method 
From the results of Subsections 2.3 and 3.2, the initial-value adjusting method 
for nonlinear MPBVP given by (3.1) and (3.2) is carried out as follows: 
Step 0. Set K = 0, and prescribe the values of the initial condition Ox(t,), 
the perturbation parameter E, the relaxation factor k, and the convergence 
criterion u (u > 0). 
Step 1. Compute the initial-value problem (3.1) with the initial condition 
x(tl) = “x(tl), and obtain the resulting value of the nonlinear boundary conditions 
(3.2), i.e., 
kg = g(“&), kx(t,) ,...) Q&J). (3.19) 
Step 2. Compute the error “G defined by 
kG = (+ kgrkg)l’2. (3.20) 
If “G < 0, then terminate the procedure. If “G > u and “G < O.lk-lG, then set 
k+r~ = min[l.2%, I], and if kG > 0 and “G 3 k-lG, then set lc+lol = 0.8”0r, and 
proceed to the next step. 
Step 3. Setj = 1. 
Step 4. Compute the initial-value problem (3.1) with the perturbed initial 
condition x(tl) = kyj(tl), where ky%Y5(tl) is given by (3.10). Obtain the resulting 
value “gi given by 
“gi = g(kY&l), 4i(h>,**., kYi(L>)- (3.21) 
Then determine the matrix kS(~) whose jth column vector “S,(e) is given by 
"S,(c) = ; ("gj - kg). 
3 
Step 5. Ifj < n, then seti = j + 1 and return to Step 4. Otherwise proceed 
to the next step. 
Step 6. From (3.18) with (3.22), determine the initial condition k+lx(tl) for 
the next iteration. Then set k = k + 1, and return to Step 1. 
In order to compute corrections to the set of missing initial conditions, the 
initial-value adjusting method requires only (n + 1) integrations of the original 
nonlinear differential equation (3.1) at each iteration. The matrix “S(E) is 
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directly calculated from (3.22). Consequently the necessities of determining 
analytically the partial derivatives af/ax and ag/&v(tJ and computing the transi- 
tion matrix kyl(t, , t,; l ) (i = 2, 3 ,..., m) are eliminated. Moreover, since the 
initial condition Q(t,) and the value “g of the boundary condition are the only 
quantities to be stored, the present method yields significant savings in computer 
storage. 
4. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
In this section, the orbital intercept example of McGill and Kenneth [14] 
is examined to illustrate the application of the present method. 
The sixth-order nonlinear differential equations of the example are given by 
Xl = x2, A$ = x4 ) x5 = X6 9 
Xl f,=----, . X3 x4=-,,, 
x5 
r-3 
&6=---, 
r3 
(4.1) 
where 
Y = [x12 + x32 + x52y. 
The nonlinear boundary conditions are taken to be 
(4.2) 
g(1) = x,(O) - 1.076 = 0, 
g(2) = x2(O) + ~~(0)~ + x,(0.8) + x2(1.4) + x,(2) + 2.053292953504164 = 0, 
g(3) = x3(0) + x4(O) - 0.472283099142472 = 0, 
g(4) = ~~(0.8)~ + ~~(1.4) - 1.040204804411078 = 0, 
(4.3) 
g(5) = x3(2) + x5(2) - 1.57661OOOOOOOO0 = 0, 
g(6) = x6(2) + 0.03407297218269353 = 0, 
where the values in (4.3) are obtained from the solutions of the TPBVP’s given 
by (4.1) and the boundary conditions: 
x,(O) = 1.0760000OOOOOO00, x,(2) = 0.000000000000000, 
x3(O) = 0.000000000000000, x3(2) = 0.576000000000000, (4.4) 
x5(O) = 0.000000000000000, x5(2) = 0.997661-O. 
For the numerical integration of the differential equations, the fourth-order 
Runge-Kutta-Gill method written in double precision arithmetic is adopted, 
where use is made of five hundred grid-points on the interval [O, 21. In the 
computation, the initial relaxation factor a == 1.0 and the convergence criterion 
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u = lo-l4 are used. The trial initial values are set equal to the McGill and 
Kenneth’s starting functions [14]. The values are 
xl(O) = 1.076000000000000, x*(O) = 0.538000000000000, 
x3(O) = 0.000000000000000, x4(O) = 0.288000000000000, (4.5) 
x5(O) = 0.000000000000000, X6(0) = 0.498830000000000. 
Figure 1 shows a variation of the computer time T, necessary for convergence 
with the perturbation parameter E, where the numbers in paraenthesis denote 
the iteration numbers. It is easily seen from the figure that the convergence time 
is insensitive to the values of the perturbation parameter. For the values of 
E = 10-a N 10-u, it took eight iterations to attain the convergence criterion. 
In Table 1, we list in double precision the convergence behavior of the error 
“G defined by (3.20). Table 2 shows the missing initial values and the resulting 
terminal values obtained by the present algorithm. 
All the numerical computations were obtained by using FACOM M-190 at 
the Data Processing Center of Kyoto University. 
(8) (8) 
+” 
8- 
E------) 
FIG. 1. A variation of the convergence time T, with the perturbation parameter E. 
TABLE 1 
A Convergence Behavior of the Error kG (c = lo-lo) 
k G 
0 0.892966812870739DO 
1 0.249436261529752DO 
2 O.l209832442577OlD- 1 
3 0.3283693578678400-2 
4 0.4200071647113700-3 
G 
-~ 
0.1374849973182390-4 
O.l79180858225079D-7 
0.6208937315752910-13 
0.2233070480027050-16 
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TABLE 2 
The Initial and Terminal Values Obtained by the 
Initial-Value Adjusting Method (e = 10-l”) 
Initial Values (t = 0) Terminal Values (t = 2) 
0.1 O76OOOOOOOOOOD I -0.169036153777530- 15 
0.10165902478857Dl -0.8822510671480900 
0.63767463420841 D - 15 0.576OnDO 
0.4722830991424700 - 0.196720448902300 - 1 
0.545735757376010-15 0.997661OOWOOOO00 
0.8180181058569100 -0.340729721826940- 1 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
An iterative algorithm, termed initial-value adjusting method, has been 
developed to solve nonlinear multipoint boundary-value problems for nonlinear 
ordinary differential equations, and justified through the solution of an example. 
Some of the important advantages of the present method are summarized as 
follows: (i) since, at each iteration, the present method deals with directly the 
original differential equations and the given boundary conditions, it does require 
neither the solution of an additional linear equation nor the necessity of calcu- 
lating analytically the partial derivatives of the differential equations and the 
given boundary conditions, (ii) because of its relationship to the quasilineariza- 
tion technique, it is expected, for the sufficiently small perturbation parameter, 
to have a nearly quadratic convergence, (iii) since the initial conditions and the 
values of the boundary conditions at the previous iteration are the only quantities 
to be stored, it essentially eliminates the necessity for computer storages, (iv) it 
can be easily programmed for a digital computer by more or less standard 
integration technique such as Runge-Kutta-Gill method. 
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